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PREFACE.

In last yearns report a rather full historic and descriptive account
of the gypsy and brown-tail moths was given, and such an
account need not be repeated in full at this time. In order that
those into w^hose hands this report may fall, and who may not have
a copy of that of last year, shall have some idea of what has been
given before, it is thought best to give a brief resume of the main
points contained in the writer's first report. Those who wish a
complete account of methods of work and results attained last year
should send for a copy of the report for 1906.
The act under which the work has been carried out this year was
somewhat different from the resolutions of 1906. One of the principal changes was that the Board of Agriculture should have general
supervision over the expenditure of the funds. It is with great
pleasure that the writer acknowledges the cordial and hearty support of the work by the Board of Agriculture, and especially by the
secretary, Mr. John J. Dunn, and by the Finance Committee. Mr.
Williams, the Chairman of the Finance Committee, has very kindly
taken from his valuable time to come to Providence every week
during the summer season to approve the pay-roll of the men, and he
has also aided in the work with many suggestions.
It is with pleasure that the writer again acknowledges his indebtedness to the Board of Managers of the College and to President Edwards for every encouragement in the prosecution of the work.
To the citizens of the State generally, and to many of the publicspirited men of Providence, who have continued their interest in the
work, and especially to the officers and members of the League of
Improvement Societies for their earnest and effective co-operation,
acknowledgments are gratefully given.
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The newspapers of the State have continued to manifest the same
public-spirited interest as in the past. There has not been the need
for educational work in the press that there was during the first
year, and but comparatively Uttle has, therefore, been pubUshed
during the past year.
Mr. John Sweeney, who was in charge of the field work during the
first year, as well as a majority of the men, have been with us again,
and it is with pleasure that the writer acknowledges the continued
excellent and faithful service of all. The very great reduction
in the number of insects this year is due to the faithfulness and
thoroughness with which the field work has been carried out.
The writer continues to be under obligations to Superintendent
Kirkland of the Massachusetts work, and especially to Mr. Dexter
M. Rogers, who, under Dr. L. 0. Howard of the Federal Department of Entomology, has been in charge of the expenditure of the
United States funds in New England. The State appropriations have
not been sufficient during either of the past two years to continue a
thorough campaign for the entire year, and the success of the work
in Rhode Island is due in a very large measure to the efficiency
with which the proportionately generous part from the Federal appropriation allotted to this State has been administered by Mr. Rogers.

Brief Resume of Last Year's Report.
INTRODUCTION INTO MASSACHUSETTS AND HISTORY UP TO THE
YEAR

1900.

In the report of last year it was noted that the gypsy moth was
introduced into the United States in 1868 or 1869 by Leopold Trouvelot, who was experimenting with the production of a hardy silkworm. The insects escaped from him, and while he made some
attempt to find and destroy them, and asked others to do the same,
no effective efforts were carried out, and a healthy colony of the pest
was established in Medford and neighboring territory. The people
of that section fought the insect more or less, but it was not until
nearly twenty years later that the moth became numerous enough
so that general notice was called to its depredations. In 1888
and 1889 the numbers had become so great that local efforts were
unable to keep it in check and the State was appealed to for help.
From that time until 1899 a thorough-going, effective campaign
was carried on, hampered to some extent by the lack of sufficient
appropriations at the right time. In the last-mentioned year, when
the question of appropriation came up, a legislative committee was
appointed to investigate the need of such an appropriation. This
legislative committee examined the infested region and reported
that they could not find sufficient evidences of damage from the
gypsy moth to warrant a recommendation that further appropriations
be granted. As is usually the case, the strength of those whose interests conflicted with the carrying out of the work was then sufficient, with the aid of such a report, to prevent the appropriation of
further funds.
2
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Five years passed during which time the moth not only increased
to its former proportions in the old infested territory, but also
spread over several times the are'a that it had occupied at the close
of the first campaign. The depredations of the pest became so
serious that even the most ardent opponents of the granting of appropriations in 1899 now called loudly for the passage of an act for
the suppression of the pest.
The following abstracts from the report of the Massachusetts
State Board of Agriculture for 1895, page 223, will indicate the course
of events leading up to the present campaign in Massachusetts.
^^ When the work was brought to a close in 1900, at the end of a
fight marked by prejudice and passion on the part of the opponents
of the work and of this Board, we felt that patience was all that
was needed, and that the vindication of our work, inevitable because of its honesty and efficiency, would come in due season. Five
years have gone by, and we see the work resumed along lines marked
out by this committee and endorsed by this Board, with one of our
most trusted and efficient lieutenants at its head, surrounded and
supported by men trained in the service of this committee, and working along the only lines left for effective work after the long period
of cessation of effort against these insects. It is to be regretted that
the possibility of extermination no longer exists, and that the only
result of future work possible is the prevention of the spread of the
gypsy moth and the reduction of the damage it will occasion in the
infested territory. Chastened and subdued by the experiences of
the past five years, none of the former opponents of the work are
now so bold as to claim that the gypsy moth is a humbug, and that,
with the stoppage of appropriations by the State, the damage from
the insect will also cease. Those who took part in the campaign
for the bringing of the work of this committee to a close are now
silent, nor are they at all desirous of being known as active agents
in fastening this great annual tax on the Commonwealth and the cities
and town of the infested region for all time.'^
''On June 30, 1905, your committee, together with the Executive
Committee of the State Grange, Supt. Kirkland, and others interested,
made a visit of inspection to the infested territory. Enough was
seen on that visit to show the constant and increasing menace of the
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gypsy moth, and to prove that action against it could not have been
longer delayed without even more serious and far-reaching consequences. At the park in Arlington we found the trees stripped bare
as in winter; great masses of caterpillars gathered on the trunks
and festooning from the limbs; the seats covered, and in some places
the ground literally carpeted, with the crawling insects, migrating
in search of the food destroyed in that particular place by their own
voracious appetites,—all this in spite of a very active and intelligent
campaign carried on against the gypsy moth by the citizens of the
town, probably more work and better concerted effort having been put
out here by the citizens than in any other municipality. The park
was practically useless for park purposes, in such condition that no
one would frequent it unless compelled to do so, and not likely to be
of any permanent value as a breathing spot for the public in the
future, or at least for some years to come. The same conditions
prevailed in many other parts of the territory as shown by our visit
of inspection. The stripping of trees was much in evidence, particularly in woodland colonies that had been long neglected, and
there were numerous dead and dying trees to be seen, in deciduous
varieties as well as among the evergreens. * * * * ^^ ^l^e close
of the work of this Board in 1900 there were 359 square miles of
territory infested by the gypsy moth. The unchecked spread of the
insect during 1900, 1901, 1902, 1903, 1904, and the first half of the
current year resulted in the infestation at the present time of 2,083
square miles.^^
It is to be deeply regretted that the gypsy moth is so widely
scattered in the woodlands of Massachusetts that all hope of exterminating it is practically gone. The State and municipalities are now,
according to the reports of the work, applying in the neighborhood
of three-fourths of a million dqllars in direct expenditure under the
supervision of Mr. Kirkland. Besides this there is undoubtedly a
great deal of private effort and money used which, with the money expended by the United States Government, will raise the figure to the
neighborhood of a million dollars per annum. The annual expenditure is nearly as great as the total State appropriation for the ten
years of the first campaign. Had the appropriation of one of the
last two years been used at the close of the first campaign, it is prob-
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able that extermination could have been accomplished and further
loss from the pest in this country averted.
At the present time the State is effectively suppressing the insect
in the cities and towns and in the more closely settled rural communities. The United States Government has been making a special
effort to clear the roadsides throughout the infested district in order
to prevent, so far as possible, the distribution of the moth into uninfested regions through the agency of travel. Large tracts of woodland, however, are still in the undisputed possession of the moth.
Last July the writer, in company with Secretary Dunn and Mr.
Williams, of the State Board of Agriculture, visited the Lynnwoods
Park, and from the top of a hill could be seen hundreds of acres of
park lands where the trees, shrubs, and even many of the herbaceous
plants, were nearly as bare of leaves as in the winter time, except
that in some cases the midribs and veins still indicated that leaves
had been present during the early part of the summer. The conductor of the street car on which we traveled to the park told us
that both last year and this year it had been necessary, during the
the caterpillar season, to put sand on the rails in order to get over
certain parts of the track made slippery by the large number of
crushed bodies of the crawling caterpillars. In Plate VI are photographs taken in the Lynnwoods Park at the time of this visit. The
writer was told that the appearance of the woodlands was t3^pical of
thousands of acres in other parts of the State. See also abstract of
letter from F. C. Wilkinson, Supt. of the Boston and Northern Street
Railway Co., page 43.
THE HISTORY OF THE MOTH IN OTHER STATES.

The moth has spread into New Hampshire and Maine and both
of these States are making heroic efforts toward checking the ravages
and spread of the pest. The first-named State has an appropriation
of $25,000 for two years, and Maine has $60,000 for the same length
of time. Connecticut has a very small area infested near Stonington. Fortunately, last year at the time that the moth was discovered
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there, the State had a reserve fund which could be used for fighting
injurious insects, and work was commenced at once. Thanks to
these prompt measures, the State is now in a fair way of exterminating the pest. Besides the reserve, a State appropriation of $10,000
was made by the last legislature with which to carry on the work.
Further statements in regard to the conditions in these states can
be gained from letters of the entomologists in charge, quoted oh pages
44, 45, and 46.
HISTORY OP THE GYPSY MOTH IN RHODE ISLAND.

In Rhode Island the gypsy moth was first discovered in Providence in 1901, by Mr. Prescott D.
Reynolds, one of the amateur entomologists of the city. Very little effort was made to exterminate
the pest, and at the time the State
work was begun, a year ago last
spring, some very healthy and flourishing colonies of the insect had
become established. The chief
centers of infestation were in the
Elmwood district east of Elmwood avenue and north of Roger
Williams Park, around Benedict
Firat Gypsy Moth Nest iound
and Mashapaug ponds, on Laurel
in Rhode Island.
Hill and Plainfield avenues, sections back of the State House and
around the Normal School, on Jenkins and Duncan avenues on the
East Side, and around the town hall in East Providence.
THE

CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE GYPSY MOTH IN" RHODE ISLAND—

1906.
As soon as the resolution making the appropriation of 1906 was
passed, the burlap work was taken up. The $5,100 was barely sufficient to carry on this work over part of the infested region, and co-
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operative work was taken up with the Department of Agriculture at
at the beginning of August, 1906. The Department of Agriculture
carried on the work from that time until the passage of the State
act in 1907.
During the year 1906, efforts were made to educate the people of
the State to*know the moth suíñciently so that, should any new places
become infested, notice thereof might be sent at once to the Commissioner in charge of the gypsy-moth work. To this end a poster
with illustrations of both the gypsy and brown-tail moths in their
various forms was sent out, and it was very kindly displayed by
libraries, and especially by the New York, New Haven, & Hartford
R. R. Company in its depots. See Plate IV. A mount in Riker
case showing the life history of the gypsy moth was also prepared,
and one of these was sent to each of the libraries in the State with
the request that they be displayed where they would be readily noticed.
A bulletin descriptive of both insects was also prepared and printed
in an edition of 10,000 copies, and this was sent out broadcast over
the State.
A great many letters, often accompanied by specimens of insects,
were received at the office. With inquiries regarding the gypsy and
brown-tail moths and as to whether the specimens, if sent, were
either of the pests. Special attention was given to all of these letters
and to identifying the insects forwarded.
In the cleaning work by the Department of Agriculture during
the fall of 1906 and the winter of 1906 and 1907, a special effort was
made to put the infested territory in as good condition as possible
for the economic prosecution of an effective campaign against the
gypsy moth. This work consisted in the clearing up of rubbish
where the moths might find hiding places; the cutting down of valueless trees; and the patching up and repairing of those that were
worth the labor and expense. This has materially aided in the work
of the past season. The few places where the brown-tail moth had
been found were also gone over, and several bushels of winter nests
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of this pest were destroyed. This work was undoubtedly very effective, for during the past summer and fall no complaints whatever
of the presence of this moth have been sent in. The Department
of Agriculture also sent a crew of special inspectors over the entire
eastern part of the State to discover, if possible, whether the insect
had become established outside of the Providence district. Fortunately, this inspection seemed to indicate that there were no colonies in any part of the State, excepting in and around the city of
Providence.
A

DESCRIPTION OF THE GYPSY MOTH.

Porthetria dispar L,
See Plates I, II, and III.
A description of the gypsy moth was given in last year's report,
but as it is of very great importance that our citizens should be thoroughly familiar with the forms of the insect in order that we may be
informed at once of any new infestations, it is thought best to repeat here the description as given last year:
^'The following description will, so far as practicable, avoid the
use of technical terms, and the best pictures obtainable will be added
as illustrations. Still it is realized that many who are unacquainted
with the study of entomology and unaccustomed to determining
species of insects from printed or oral descriptions will find it more
or less difficult to decide whether a specimen found is really the
gypsy moth, or some other insect which has always been with us.
Those who may be so perplexed can compare the specimens found
with the life history mounts placed in the libraries of the State, or,
what will be still better, send the insect to the office of the Commissioner at the Rhode Island College, Kingston. It need not be
urged upon anyone, in view of the destructive character of this insect and its vast possibilities for continued and untold damage, if
it once gets a widely scattered foothold in our waste forest lands,
to watch carefully all insects suspected and to report their presence
and send specimens if necessary. The experiences in Massachusetts, related in part elsewhere in this report, should be sufficient
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warning to the people in Rhode Island not to suffer this pest to escape
their vigilance/'
^'The eggs of the gypsy moth are laid in elongated, flattened
clusters about one-third to one inch by one-half to one and one-half
inches. Each cluster contains from three hundred to six hundred
eggs. The eggs are nearly globular and one-twentieth of an inch
in diameter. In color they are of a dark salmon when first laid, but
if fertile they darken considerably on the development of the embryo, which is fully formed in about three weeks. The eggs are
closely packed and held together by a kind of cementing material.
The cluster is covered over with yellow hairs which are detached
from the body of the female while depositing the eggs. This covering and the cementing material render the clusters quite impervious to water from rain or snow, and protects them from injury
through extremes of temperature. Although generally of an oval
shape, the egg clusters vary considerably with the location in which
they are found and the circumstances attending the laying. On
twigs and on weeds, where a narrow surface must be utilized, the
clusters are much more elongated than on surfaces where lateral
extension is possible. Again, owing to crowding of other females
in the act of laying, or of disturbance, interruption, or peculiar conformation of the object upon which the insect is located, the egg
clusters may assume various shapes, which may be described as
^ bunched,' ^ elongated,' ' crooked,' or ^ partially interrupted.' When
first laid the egg cluster is of a yellowish color, but after exposure
to the elements for some time the color fades to a considerable extent. When the insect is numerous, egg clusters are frec[uently
laid on top of each other, and it is not an unusual occurrence to find
dead females covered up by clusters laid by other females which
commenced egg-laying after the earlier ones had completed the
process.
^'The gypsy moth exercises but very little choice as to where its
eggs shall be deposited. When the caterpillars are numerous they
scatter a good deal toward the end of their period of growth, and
in such cases one may expect to find the eggs in almost any conceivable place : under stones, rubbish, and leaves, on the trunks and
branches of trees, in birds' nests, and under fence rails, etc. Last
year clusters were frequently found in large quantities by the workmen in stovepipes, tin cans, and other rubbish on dump heaps.
^'As is partly indicated by its range, in Europe and Asia, the
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eggs of the gypsy moth caterpillar are quite resistant to extremes
in temperature. Experiments in Massachusetts have shown that
clusters can be heated to from 130 to 140 degrees and that the eggs
still hatch readily. Clusters were subjected to a temperature of 20
degrees below zero without any apparent diminution in the percentage of hatched eggs. Rapid changes between these extremes
also seemed to have but little deleterious effect on the eggs.
'^Observations have indicated that the eggs of the gypsy moth
hatch about a week or ten days earlier in this State than in Massachusetts. In Providence this year (1906) the first caterpillars were
observed about the first of May. It takes from three to five days
for all the eggs of a cluster to hatch, and the caterpillars remain
grouped on the cluster for two or three days after hatching before
they start out to seek food. At this time the young caterpillar is
about one-sixteenth of an inch in length, hairy, and with a relatively large black head. The first stage lasts from eight to ten
days, after which it sheds its skin and increases somewhat in size
and changes slightly in color. During its lifetime the caterpillar
passes through six or seven changes or moults. It changes in color
each time, and of course becomes larger. Not until the fifth moult,
however, do we get the characteristic markings by which anyone
can distinguish it. At this time the caterpillar is of a dark ashen
or mottled gray color and covered with dark brown and grayish hairs
which grow from tubercles along the sides and back. Along the back
are two rows of colored tubercles. The first ñve pair of these are
blue, and the following six pair are crimson. The head is smaller
and less prominent in comparison with the body than it was in the
earlier stages, and is of a dark gray to black mottled color. The
full-grown caterpillar measures from one and one-half to two and a
quarter inches in length.
''The caterpillar becomes full-grown in about ten weeks, and then
usually seeks some partially protected place in which to spin a flimsy
cocoon and change into a pupa. In this, as in the egg laying, however, the insect sometimes displays the same carelessness in choice
of location, and chooses exposed sides of tree-trunks or the roughened
bark on the under side of larger branches. When the caterpillars
are numerous, they frequently migrate to rubbish in the region surrounding the infested trees and pupate in old tin cans, boxes, barrels,
old stovepipes, etc., as has been indicated by the finding of egg
clusters in these places. The female pupa is usually much larger
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than the male, and therefore readily distinguished. The pupse of
both male and female are dark brown in color with a few scattering
yellow hairs, and to the uninitiated they may look a great deal like
the pupse of many other moths. The insect remains in the chrysalid,
or pupa, stage for ten or twelve days.
"In the imago, or adult, stage the insects differ greatly; so much
so as compared with other insects that it gave rise to the Latin specific
name of dispar. The male is much smaller and more slender bodied
than the female, and flies actively in the daytime with a fluttering,
zigzag motion. In color it varies from a light to a dark brown, with
irregular, more or less broken markings of a darker shade across
the forewings. The hind wings are a little lighter in shade than the
forewings, and not so distinctly marked. Along the outer edge of
each wing is a border of lighter color interrupted by darker spots
or blotches. The antennae are quite prominent and feather}^ The
segments of the abdomen are marked with narrow bands of a slightly
lighter shade than the ground color.
" The female moth is white or creamy in color, with dark bands or
markings across the wings similar to those of the male. It measures
about two inches across the wings. Its body is much larger than
that of the male, and covered with hairs of a light yellowish color.
The yellow shade is darker and more pronounced on the under side
and toward the tip of the abdomen. The antennae are black in color,
and much smaller than those of the male. Although apparently
supplied with abundant wing surface, the female never uses her
wings except to flutter a little and break her fall should she be dislodged from a position some distance from the ground. It is interesting to note that owing to disuse, the wings of the female gypsy
moth have become very thin and frail, so that they stand but little
handling without breaking. On this characteristic of the female depends one of the reasons why it is possible to exterminate the gypsy
moth in restricted localities. There is no possibility of the insect
spreading by the flying female.^'
FOOD PLANTS.

The gypsy moth is such a general feeder that it is far easier to
give the plants which it does not feed on than those upon which it
does feed. Out of 583 plants with which the gypsy moth caterpillars
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were fed during experiments conducted in Massachusetts, there were
only nineteen upon which the caterpillars would not feed. They
were as follows:
Red baneberry {Adœa spicata, var. rubra).
Rocket larkspur {Delphinium ajacis).
Bee larkspur (Delphinium elatum).
Great-flowered larkspur {Delphinium grandiflorum),
Winter cress {Barbarea vulgaris).
Balsamine {Impatiens balsamina).
Myrtle {Myrtus communis).
Bur cucumber {Sicyos angulatus).
Everlasting {Antennaria plantaginifolia).
Common everlasting {Gnaphalium polycephalum).
Common mugwort {Artemisia vulgaris).
Blue bottle {Centaurea cyanus).
Rattlesnake weed {Hieracium venosum).
Indian pipe {Monotropa uniflora).
Red pepper {Capsicum annuum).
Ground hemlock {Taxus Canadensis).
Pogonia Ophioglossoides.
Ground pine {Lycopodium complanatum).
Marsilia quadrifolia.
Aside from the above given, species of plants, the gypsy moth feeds
upon all kinds of forest trees, shrubs, vegetables, and agricultural
plants in general commonly found, native or introduced, in New
England.
It will be evident to anyone that the destruction of one food plant
by the insect will not result in its starvation or reduction in numbers, as is the case with a great many other injurious species.
TIME OF APPEARANCE OF THE DIFFERENT FORMS OF THE GYPSY
MOTH FOR THE PAST TWO YEARS.

The season of 1907 was somewhat backward, and the insect appeared a great deal later than it did in 1906.
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The dates of the appearance of the different forms of the insect
for the two years were as follows :
First caterpillar found
First pupa found

1906.
May 7
June 24

First male moth found
First female moth laying eggs

July 14
July 18

1907.
May 24.
July 20.
About August 1.
August 3.

This indicates that the gypsy moth is enabled to adjust itself to
the climatic conditions so that it is not likely to be injm^ed by unfavorable weather in the late spring.
OTHER INSECTS SENT IN FOR THE GYPSY MOTH.

1907.

Not quite as many insects were sent in this year with the supposition that they were the gypsy moth, as in 1906. One reason for this
is undoubtedly that people are getting better acquainted with the
pest. Another is that certain insects which are readily mistaken
for the gypsy moth, such as the caterpillars of the Mourning Cloak
butterfly, were not as numerous as in the previous season. The
following are some of the insects which were received at the office
during the past year:
San Jose Scale, Aspidiotus perniciosus.
Canker-worms, Anisopteryx pometaria.
White-Marked Tussock Moth, Notolophus leucostigma.
Pomethea Moth, Callosamia promethea.
Oyster-shell Scale, Mytilaspis pomorum.
Scurfy Scale, Chionaspis furfurus.
Buffalo Carpet Moth, Anthrenus scrophularia.
Black Carpet Beetle.
Tree Hoppers, Ceresa huhalus.
Currant Saw Fly, Nematus ribesii.
Drug Store Beetles, Sitodrepa panicea.
Spruce Gall Louse, Chermes abietes.
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Rose beetle. Sérica^ sp.
BorerS; various species.
Pine Sawyer, Monohammus confusor.
Caterpillars of lo Moth, Automeris io.
Larvae of June Beetle, Lachnosterna sp.
Cottony Maple Scale, Pulvinaria innumerabilis.
Celery Worm, Papilio asterias.
Frosted Lightning Tree Hopper, Ormenis pruinosus.
Larva Grape Flea Beetle, Haltica chalybea.
Bumble Flower Beetle, Euphoria inda.
Monkey Slug Caterpillar, Phobetron pithecium.
Maple Phenacoccus, Phenacoccus acericola.
Larva of Flannel Moth, Megalopygidœ sp.
Plant Lice, Aleyrodes sp.
Hemispherical Scale, Lecanium hemisphericum.
Specific Report of the Gypsy Moth Work of the Year 1907.
ORGANIZATION OF THE WORK.

The work was organized on a plan similar to that of the previous
year. An experienced foreman was placed in charge of the men
in the field and was with them at all times, except when certain other
necessary duties would call him away for brief periods. The men
were divided into groups of four or five, each group having an
inspector in charge who superintended the movement of the men
along certain streets according to the plan laid out by the foreman.
The purpose of this organization was to economize effort and yet
cover the ground thoroughly, so that no part of the territory should
be overlooked by the lack of direction of the work of each man.
Each inspector was provided with a notebook in which a record was
kept of all the work done, also approximate figures of the number
of insects found in the different places. In this way we are able to
know at any time what sections of the infested area have a large
number of moths and what sections are probably free. The reports
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of the inspectors were made to the foreman, and by him the essential
features were noted down on special report blanks and sent in to the
superintendent's office from time to time.
Through the courtesy of the State Board of Agriculture and the
State Auditor and Treasurer, a much more satisfactory plan of paying the men was arranged for this year.
PURPOSE IN VIEW THROUGHOUT THE WORK.

As was amply explained in the last report, the fund provided for
the work was not sufficient to carry out a thorough campaign with
extermination in the shortest possible time in view. Nevertheless,
no effort has been lost at any time to exterminate the pest, provided
the means which had to be used were not so expensive as to endanger
the carrying out of a policy of suppression over the whole area. The
principle is this: that there is less danger of the spreading of the pest
to new territory from a large area slightly infested than there is
from a small area badly infested. Since prevention of spreading
to new localities is one of the most important points to be considered,
it is better that the moth should be suppressed over the entire area
than that it should be exterminated in certain localities, if the work
for such extermination should take so much of the funds that other
localities would have to be slighted.
Fortunately for the efficiency of the work, the foreman and inspectors were men who worked with us during the previous season;
many of the men also had had more or less training. Owing to the
fact that the men who do this .work have to enter private grounds,
it is necessary that they should be of good character. It has been
required of them to be gentlemanly and courteous in their contact
with owners or residents of the grounds which they may enter, and
loafing, smoking, visiting saloons, gossiping, have been strictly forbidden during business hours. The foreman has been required to
report all infractions of these regulations to the office at once, and,
in case of serious offences, to suspend the offending parties until
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further notice. We are glad to say that there has been but every
Uttle trouble experienced, and we believe that the men engaged have
satisfactorily lived up to all the regulations.
DETAILS OF THE WORK.

As in the previous season, the first work to be undertaken, after
the passage of the act making appropriation therefor, was burlapping.
Owing to the lateness of the season and the great demand for burlap
this year, dealers took advantage of the scarcity of material and the
prices were considerably higher than during the previous season.
If the State appropriation had been available two or three weeks
earlier, it would have been possible to save about SlOO on the amount
of burlap purchased. Under the circumstances it was somewhat
difficult to obtain the burlap, and some delay in applying it was'
therefore experienced. Owing to the cost, also, we did not feel like
applying as much of it as the condition of the territory would have
justified. Fortunately, the caterpillars hatched out a great deal
later the past season than during the previous year, and we were
able to cover all of the most seriously infested territory. A total
of 16,000 yards 8-oz. 40-inch burlap, or 80,000 yards of burlap strip,
were used, and, according to the foreman's estimate, 80,135 trees
were burlapped in the city of Providence, East Providence, Cranston, Johnston, and North Providence. In addition about 200
burlaps were supplied to the City Forester of Pawtucket, Mr. Horace
Edgecomb, who applied them in various places where traces of the
gypsy moth had been found in the inspection work during the winter.
From twenty-one to twenty-five men were employed in applying
the burlap, and during the burlap inspection work twenty-five to
thirty men were on the pay-roll. With the last-mentioned number
we were able to make one thorough inspection of the entire infested
territory, exclusive of Pawtucket, each week, and seven complete
inspections of the whole territory were made. A total number of
approximately 59,134 larvae were destroyed, and during the last part
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of the inspection period and the first part of the subsequent cleaning
work, approximately 8,870 pup?e were destroyed. In 1906 the burlap work was practically closed the first of August, while the past
year it extended toward the end of the month.
The value of the burlap as an aid to discovering new infestations
was well illustrated, for a few caterpillars were found in localities
where the closest inspection during the cleaning work of the previous season had failed to reveal their presence.
THE USE OF THE BURLAP BANDS.

The use of the burlap bands has been so widely misunderstood by
many people that it seems advisable to add a few words in regard to
the utility of this method of dealing with the gypsy moth and other
injurious insects.
What the Burlap Band Is Not,
It is not a barrier to prevent the gypsy moth or any other insect
from going up or down the trunk of the tree.
It does not contain any poison which in some mysterious way will
kill insects which come in contact with it. It consists of plain burlap, as it comes from the mill, cut into strips.
It is not a trap that will catch and hold insects which crawl under
it or come in contact with it.
It is not a method which is practical, usually, in fighting insects
other than the gypsy moth. In nine-tenths of the cases where
burlap strips are put up by the owners of trees for insects in general, they are either useless or far less efläcient than some other
remedy which should be applied.
What the Burlap Band Is.
It is a method for facilitating the capture of the caterpillar of the
gypsy moth. It is the habit of this caterpillar, after it becomes
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half-grown, to feed at night and to seek some hiding place during
the day. If no natural hiding place, in the form of holes in trunk
or branches, or crevices in bark of tree, or artificial hiding place, is
found in the tree, the caterpillars descend to the ground or remain
among the branches in the crown of the tree. It is evident to any
one that it would be difficult for the gypsy moth workers to find the
caterpillars in these places. Artificial hiding places in the form
of burlaps bands are, therefore, placed in a position on the tree most
convenient to get at. In addition, other hiding places, such as holes
in the trees, dead branches, rough bark, etc., are closed up or removed,
so that the burlaps are the only hiding places available. Careful
study of the insect has shown that the individual gypsy moth caterpillar regularly returns to the same hiding place day after day until
full-grown, so that a daily inspection is not absolutely necessary, and
with from 90,000 to 100,000 burlaps, it is not possible from a financial
standpoint. Owners of trees can examine burlaps daily if they wish,
provided that they remember that the position of the burlap at any
given time is an indication to the superintendent and foreman of
whether the men have done careful work. Owners of trees and
others not connected with the gypsy moth work who examine the
burlaps are, therefore, respectfully asked to see that the position
of the burlaps is not changed. The public can also greatly aid in
the work by reporting at once to the superintendent any careless or
wanton interference with or removal of the burlaps from the trees.
The removal of the burlap bands by unauthorized persons not only
interferes with the work, but is very dangerous and is strictly forbidden.
As already mentioned, the burlap band can be used as a detective
and is often of invaluable service in finding out whether the gypsy
moth is present in any given locality, since even a single caterpillar^
which could not readily be detected otherwise, may sooner or later be
found and destroyed under a burlap band.
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SPRAYING.

In *a few localities where a great deal of shrubbery prevented burlap work, or where the number of egg clusters the previous season
seemed to warrant work of this kind, spraying was resorted to. As
there was comparatively little of this kind of work, it was done by
one of the public sprayers of Providence at current rates. About
six acres of ground, principally at the Rhode Island Hospital grounds,
Mashapaug pond, Benedict street, and Olneyville, were treated.
Some spraying was also done by private parties, notably by Mr.
Curley, who is in charge of the State House and Normal School
grounds.
REASON WHY SPRAYING IS LITTLE USED IN FIGHTING THE GYPSY
MOTH.

It may be well to state again the reason why this kind of work,
which is so commonly applied against other insects, is less commonly
used for the gypsy moth. Repeated experiments have shown that
the gypsy moth caterpillar is exceedingly resistant to the action of
poison, and very heavy and expensive applications must, therefore,
be made. Where, as was the case during the past season, the caterpillars are very few, it does not pay to apply a strong solution of
expensive poisons to large areas of foliage.
CLEANING WORK.

As soon as the burlap season was over the cleaning work was taken
up. Under this work is included the clearing away of rubbish which
may serve as hiding places for the gypsy moth, cutting out and
burning over brush lands, cutting down trees which are so far decayed or injured as to be useless, and patching up others which are
still in a reasonably good condition. It also includes the trimming
out of dead wood and branches, and scraping trees that have very
rough bark in which the gypsy moth may find a hiding place. It is
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one of the cardinal principles of a campaign against the gypsy moth
that clean and well-kept premises, with trees in good condition and
few shrubs, are easily kept free from the presence of the insect. On
the other hand, premises in a neglected condition are fertile breeding
places for the pest. Some of the well-kept places in Providence were
undoubtedly cleared by the first year's campaign and are to-day entirely free from the moth. On the other hand, there are some that
are badly kept, and a few very well kept but which have a great
deal of shrubbery, where the gypsy moth is undoubtedly still present,
although just as strenuous efforts have been made to locate it in
all its various forms and destroy it. In these places it may take
several years to finally clear it out. In some places permission has
been secured for removing wild shrubbery, and a total of over 7,085
square yards has been cut. This will very much simplify the work
for these localities. Note was made in last year's report of the difficulty of cleaning out certain rubbish heaps, and work has been continued this year to do away with such places, so far as possible, so
that they may be less expensive to deal with in the future.
Stone walls are a perpetual source of trouble to the gypsy moth
worker, as it is practically impossible to so closely scrutinize the
rocks of which they are made up as to be sure of getting every nest.
Wooden fences, especially the very ornamental kind made up in a
variety of designs, are also difficult problems to. deal with. Wooden
tree guards such as illustrated in Fig. 1, Plate V, are also obstacles
to the successful prosecution of the work because they provide hiding
places for the caterpillars and egg clusters from which it is hard to
exterminate them. Neat iron guards, which are unobjectionable
from this standpoint, can now be gotten fully as cheaply as the wooden
ones and should be used. Hollow trees are a prolific source of difficulty in an exterminative policy. The insects will invariably hide
in the interior of these trees, where it is practically impossible to get
at them. A total of over 147 trees in the infested district have been
found entirely worthless and have been cut down. About 150 have
been trimmed and scraped, and otherwise put in a condition for an
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economical campaign against the gypsy moth. Over 200 cavities
have been covered with zinc patches so as to prevent insects inside
the trees from emerging in the spring, and also the hiding in them
of caterpillars during the summer season while the burlap work is
going on.
It may not be out of the way, in passing, to say that many of the
street trees in Providence are in a decidedly poor condition, due to
careless pruning, the gnawing of horses, and the barking by wagons
and whiffletrees in the charge of careless drivers, and occasionally
through injury by wind and lightning. Many of these trees have
large cavities in them, others are badly infested with fungous diseases of*various kinds, and all of them are much more subject to
insect attacks than healthy trees would be. There are still a great
many trees in such poor condition that they ought to be cut down,
and there are some which, in the hands of a trained tree surgeon
who knows what he is doing and why he is doing it, can be repaired
so as to become passable shade trees for some years to come, or until
new trees, which should be set so as to replace the older ones, can
reach a respectable size. A bungler in tree work, on the other hand,
would injure them beyond further hope of making them useful.
CREOSOTING.

As was amply explained in the last report, the principal winter
work is that of searching for and creosoting the egg clusters of the
gypsy moth. This method of proceeding against the insect is the
most exacting of all the various ways of dealing with it, and yet if
thoroughly carried out, it is really the most effective, considering
its cost. The mixture employed usually consists of creosote six parts
and lamp black one part, and in very warm weather, of creosote five
parts and coal tar one part. The tar and the lamp black are added
so that the treated clusters may be distinguished by their color from
those that have not been treated. Searching for the egg cluster must
be done on bright, sunshiny days, as it is essential to have good light
in order to discover the egg clusters. In stormy weather, therefore.
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the men are set to work at cleaning up rubbish, cutting brush, and
other labor already mentioned.
MARKING TREES.

A system of marks is maintained whereby our inspectors and men
may know definitely whether the insect has been found in any section
of the city in which they are working, and also in what form it was
found, and what year. Thus, for instance, a vertical mark ( | ) on a
tree on the east, north, and west sides indicates that in the burlapping,
or inspection work of the early summer, one or more caterpillars
were found. It warns the men to be on the lookout for nests during
the cleaning work of fall and winter. A figure (6) or (7) on the south
side of the tree indicates that the discovery was made in 1906 or 1907.
If during the fall and winter egg clusters are found, a horizontal mark
is added to the vertical, making a figure like this (I"). The presence
of these signs in any vicinity is a warning to the men to give an especially close search in succeeding seasons, not only to the trees
on which they are found, but also to other trees, shrubbery, fences,
buildings, and material of any kind on which the gypsy moth in any
of its forms may be found. The marks are placed on the trees with
white lead paint and always at approximately the same height,
about ñve feet from the ground, and in the same relative position.
The inspectors keep a daily record of the places where the pest
is found, in books provided for the purpose. These books are preserved, and in addition a summary of all the infestations is reported
to the office by the foreman on blanks provided for the purpose. In
this way we shall be able to keep track of all infestations and to know
the condition of the territory at any time. If trees are found infested two or more years in succession, the marks for each succeeding year are placed just below those of the preceding year, thus preserving on each tree, so long as the paint endures, a record of the
years in which the gypsy moth has been present.
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THE WORK IN PAWTUCKET.

A number of yards of burlap was sent to Mr. Horace B. Edgecomb,
City Forester of Pawtucket, who applied it in a number of places
where traces of the gypsy moth had been found during the previous
winter. The number of burlaps and places where applied are as
follows :
47 burlaps at Collyer Park.
21

"

'' Power road and Smithfield avenue.

10
40

*^
''

" Corner Lupine and Broadway.
" 86 and 88 Main street.

During the season Mr. Edgecomb found and destroyed two caterpillars of the gypsy moth.
The infestation in Pawtucket is very slight, and we do not expect
to find very many egg clusters there during the cleaning work of the
present winter, and possibly the colony may have been exterminated.
TOOLS.

In connection with the work we have to have a number of ladders,
ranging from 16 to 32 feet in length, the long ones being extension
ladders. A variety of small tools, such as axes, saws, climbing irons,
paint brushes for creosote and for marking paint, brush hooks,
scrapers, scythes, etc., are also required.
PUMPS FOR OIL BURNERS.

For burning over ground to destroy shrubbery or rubbish in which
the gypsy moth may find lodgment, and also to destroy the young
caterpillars which may hatch out in stone walls or in tangled shrubbery, crude oil is utilized. The sprayer illustrated in Fig. 2 was
secured for this purpose and was found very efficient. It consists
of a reservoir, holding eight gallons of the oil, and a good efficient
pump. A nozzle with a very fine opening is used, and a very thor-
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ough burning can be given any suspected places. For method of
using, see illustration of the use of ^^Cyclone^' burner in last year's
report.

FIG.

2.—Small Portable Spray Pump,
Used in Burning over Land
with Crude Oil.

LARGE SPRAYING OUTFITS.

It was stated in last year's report that the work against the gypsy
moth in Massachusetts had developed methods of dealing with the
pest much more efficient than those in vogue in any other country
where the insect has been found. Constant study and experience
are developing new methods. One of these is a new way of applying poison sprays in Massachusetts where there is a great general
infestation of woodlands. The U. S. Department of Agriculture is
endeavoring to so clear the roadsides and protect the foliage of the
roadside trees that they will not harbor the gypsy moth and endanger their dropping on or crawling into passing vehicles and be
transported to other parts of the State or to other states. In this
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work it was found that the old method used by the gypsy moth workers, of laboriously climbing the trees along the roadsides and spraying
each one from the positions thus attained by the climbers, was too
expensive in time and labor. A much quicker method of spraying
was then devised. Large, powerful engines and large tanks were
built, and nozzles working on the same principle as a fire-hose nozzle
were used. Plate VII is a picture of one of these spray outfits, and the
following is a description of the same by Mr. D. M. Rogers, Special
Field Agent, Department of Agriculture, Washington, in charge of
the gypsy moth work in New England, through whose kind courtesy
the photograph was obtained:
^^The spraying machine is made up a of tank holding about 600
gallons and an 8 H. P. gasoline engine with double-acting single
cylinder pump discharging through a 1 J-inch outlet.
^^ When running at its full capacity this pump will send a stream
through a ^-inch nozzle to a height of about 75 feet, or throw a horizontal stream to a distance of something over 100 feet. If desired,
the tank can be pumped full from a creek, pond, or reservoir, in about
ten minutes, and the entire tank-full can be discharged through the
J-inch nozzle above mentioned in about twenty-five minutes. When
water supply can be conveniently obtained without driving too far,
one tank-full can be filled and sprayed out in about one hour.
''This machine empty weighs about 5,300 pounds. Everything
running favorably, from 500 to 550 pounds of arsenate of lead are
used per day. The crew operating the machine consists of driver,
engineer, nozzle man, and four or five men to carry hose, making a
total cost of operation, with a pair of hired horses and the necessary
lead arsenate, about $100 per day.^'
In order to readily spray trees which are too high to be reached
from the ground, Mr. Rogers has rigged an extension pipe on the top
of the tank which brings the nozzle about 33 feet from the ground^
and enables the operators to spray any street trees, even though 100
feet in height, without climbing.
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EDUCATIONAL WORK.

There has not been as much need for educational work during the
past year as there was the first season. As already stated, a poster
and a bulletin were sent out broadcast over the State in 1906. Riker
mounts of the gypsy moth were also sent to all the libraries. During the past year a number of lectures on the gypsy and brown-tail
moths have been delivered in and around Providence. Additional
Riker mounts of the gypsy moth are in the process of preparation,
and these will be sent out to the principal schools in the infested
districts. A number of Riker mounts showing the life history of the
brown-tail moth are also in preparation, and one of these will be sent
to each of the libraries in the State.
Photographs are very useful in educational work and are being
secured whenever possible. A good photographic outfit has been
purchased, and this work will be continued. A microscope for use
in any laboratory work which may come up has also been purchased.
Some additions have been made to a set of lantern-slides which were
prepared last year.
How

THE PUBLIC CAN HELP IN THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE GYPSY

AND BROWN-TAIL MOTHS.

As was emphasized in the report of last year, a campaign against
the gypsy and brown-tail moths can not be entirely satisfactory without the cordial co-operation of the people throughout the State.
One of the most important aids that everyone can give to the
work is to report to the superintendent of the work at once the
presence of any suspicious insects anywhere in the State. It is practically impossible, with the funds at hand, to keep the State under
sufficiently close surveillance so that the insects which may be carried
from the infested district to uninfested parts of the State on lumber,
wood, stone, and other material, and on carriages, automobiles, etc.,
can be immediately discovered. If a colony is started, the longer
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it works before discovery, the more difficult will it be to exterminate it.
People of the State can also aid greatly in avoiding conditions
which favor the moths by rendering difficult the work of destroying them. Among these conditions are unsound, scraggy, ill-pruned,
hollow, and partially dead trees; wooden, box-like tree guards; fancy
picket or other wooden fences with horizontal rails at or near the
top and bottom; stone walls; tangled shrubbery; rubbish, refuse;
dump heaps; and wood and stone piles.
Although there is not a great deal of danger from transportation
on vehicles with the few insects that we have at present, yet some
vigilance should be exercised by those who have vehicles standing
part of the time under infested trees to see that they do not carry
caterpillars when removed. Great care should be used in removing
lumber, wood, lawn furniture, stone, brick, or refuse of any kind
from infested districts, to see they do not carry the moths, in the
form of caterpillars or egg clusters, to new regions.
Any attempt on the part of an unauthorized person to carry the
gypsy moth in any of its forms from infested regions should at once
be reported to the superintendent; also any interference with the
work or infractions of the law or of rules adopted by the State Board
of Agriculture.
Any neglect of work, carelessness, or unsatisfactory behavior on
the part of the men while on duty should be promptly reported to
the superintendent.
EXPENSE ACCOUNT.

From May, 1907, Ujp to January 1, 1908.
Labor
Tools
Burlap and twine

Appropriation of 1907, $10,000.
$6,242 40
126 61
1,076 16

Paint, creosote, etc

31 64

Freight, express, and draying
Repairs

55 08
3 50

Storehouse

41 00
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Educational work, printing, photographing for bulletins, etc
Laboratory and office expenses, including telephone, telegraph,
stenographer, stationery, etc
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$17 57
281 20

Postage, mailing reports, etc
Damages to a barn which had to be torn down

65 85
30 00

Expenses of Sweeney and Polk

95 11

John Barlow, work and expenses

97 22

William Williams, Chairman of the Executive Committee, Board of
Agriculture, per diem and traveling expenses
A. E Stene, salary, May 12 to December 31
A. E. Stene, expenses, including meals, electric and railway fares,
stage, and hotel

57 50
570 00
148 25
$8,939 09

THE USE OF THE FUNDS APPROPRIATED FOR THE GYPSY MOTH CAMPAIGN.

We are frequently asked why, when we are carrying out the work
against the gypsy moth, we do not stop to destroy other injurious
insects which may be present on the trees. Oftentimes it may seem
to people that such additional work could be done with very little
extra labor; and yet, if they stop to consider, a little extra time
spent on each tree, when a hundred thousand or more must be gone
over, will amount to quite a great deal of loss to the effectiveness
of the campaign against the gypsy moth. It should also be remembered that the funds available for the gypsy moth work are barely
sufficient to make it effective, and that, therefore, time and money
can not be taken for other pests without a serious loss to the immensely
more important work for which the appropriation is designed. Furthermore, the law specifically provides that the funds shall be applied
to the gypsy and brown-tail moth work, and their use for other
purposes would be illegal.
STATUS OF THE GYPSY MOTH IN RHODE ISLAND AT THE PRESENT
TIME.

The State of Rhode Island has a territory of approximately twentyfive square miles infested with the gypsy moth. As a result of the
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State and Federal work during the past two years, the insect has been
so far reduced in numbers in this territory that it would be difficult
for any one to find traces of the insect at any time. During the past
year there was not a single tree defoliated, and in most cases there
was not a sufficient number of caterpillars present so that the casual
observer would notice them. Some new infestations have been
found, but to offset these, many places infested last year have failed
to reveal the presence of the moth either in the burlap work of the
summer or the cleaning work of the winter.
During the cleaning work of the past fall and up to January 1, very
few eggs clusters were found as compared with last year. The total
number will undoubtedly be less than 10 per cent, of those that were
found and destroyed last year.
Most of the infested territory is thickly settled, and a large part
of it is in good condition for effective work. We have but very little
tangled woodland infested, so far as we know, at the present time.
Th(3 experience in this State during last year, and also in Massachusetts during the entire period in which the gypsy moth has been
present, would indicate that it is too much to hope that we have
destroyed all the insects in any very large part of the infested region.
In spite of the most careful work, an occasional caterpillar or egg
cluster will escape the vigilance of the workers, and from these there
will be a few caterpillars another year which must be hunted down
and destroyed.
According to Dr. L. O. Howard and others who are acquainted
with our situation, our territory is in very good condition for an exterminative policy. So far as funds will permit, no effort will be
spared to carry out a policy of extermination, but there are many
ways and means which ought to be utilized, in order to make successful such a policy, which we can not undertake with the funds at
present at our command. The proposition before us, then, is to do
the very best we can with the funds in our possession, and by all
means to suppress the moth over the entire area so that spreading
to new regions shall be prevented so far as possible. If any new
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infestations are found outside of the infested territory, special efforts
will be made to exterminate them. There is no doubt but what we
can, even with the funds that we have at hand, keep the insect
suppressed so that it will do no damage for a number of years,
and possibly it can be kept down for an indefinite period.
We feel that the campaign has been satisfactory from the standpoint of the State up to the present time. The cost of preventing
damage from the gypsy moth has been less than ten cents per tree
in the infested region. The people of the infested cities and towns
have been saved from injury to their trees and shrubs, and the people
of the State have been saved from danger of spreading of the moth,
at a very infinitesimal addition to the taxes formerly paid. A great
deal of valuable work from the standpoint of civic improvement has
been accomplished, such as the cutting down and destruction of
useless trees and shrubs; the repairing and pruning of trees worth
saving; the cleaning up of waste ground and the burning of rubbish.
If individuals had been charged with the payment and management
of this civic improvement work, it is doubtful if it could have been
accomplished with the money that has been spent by the State.
THE STATUS OF THE GYPSY MOTH IN OTHER STATES AND IN FOREIGN
COUNTRIES.

A very clear idea can be gotten of the condition in the other New
England States, where the gypsy moth has been found, by reference to
letters from those in charge of the work, quoted on pages 44,45, and 46.
Nothing can at present be added to what was stated in regard to
the presence of the gypsy moth in foreign countries in the writer's
report of last year. It is interesting to note, however, that a bulletin
issued by the Erfurter Fuhrer, dealing with the use of carbolineum
as a spray remedy, states that the year 1907 was a brown-tail year
in sections of Germany, and thousands of fruit trees were stripped by
this pest. It is evident, therefore, that this insect, which is in reality
of secondary importance when compared with the gypsy moth, is
sometimes quite destructive in its native habitats.
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CONTROL OF THE GYPSY MOTH BY PARASITIC INSECT ENEMIES.

See Fig. 2, Plate V.
The control of any important insect pest by the importation of
some natural enemy is a remedy which most people like to conjure
with. As an ultimately successful means of controlling the gypsy
moth this method presents a reasonable theory, but it is not by any
means an accomplished fact. In the case of other insects very good
success has sometimes been achieved by the introduction of natural
parasites; but on the other hand, we have insect pests for which no
successful natural check has as yet been introduced, although strenuous efforts in that direction have been made.
Dr. L. 0. Howard, who, in co-operation with A. H. Kirkland of
the Massachusetts work, is actively engaged in the introduction of
parasitic enemies, states the present status of this problem very briefly
and succinctly in a letter, which, by permission, is hereby quoted:
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

.

JANUARY

6, 1908.

DEAR PROFESSOR STENE:

I have yours of the 31st, and hasten to reply that if your Rhode Island people
have gained the idea that it will be but a year or two before the gypsy moth will
certainly be kept completely in check by the introduced parasitic enemies from
Europe, they are wrong. The condition of affairs is as follows:
Of the fifty-two known species of European parasites of the gypsy moth, we
have introduced in the neighborhood of forty.

We are reasonably sure that a

number of these have established themselves.

As to the time when they will

succeed in gaining control over the gypsy moth, we can form no sure estimate.
It may be ten years before this desirable condition of affairs is brought about.
It may be that we shall not succeed in a perfectly competent way.

It may be

that in the course of two or three years we will see conclusive evidence of their
work, in that a certain percentage of our American caterpillars will be destroyed
by them each year.

What this percentage will be, we cannot confidently predict.

I shoiild by no means advise that the State of Rhode Island relax in the slightest degree her effort to bring about extermination.

It seems to me that it would
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bß the height of folly, now that you have so nearly exterminated the insect, to
remit your efforts in the slightest degree.
Yours very truly,
L. O. HOWARD,
Chief of Bureau.
A. E. STENE,
Rhode Island College, Kingston, R. I.

PROF.

THE DANGER IN THE PRESENT GYPSY MOTH SITUATION.

The chief danger at the present time is that people will come to the
conclusion that the gypsy moth is already exterminated and that
further work is not necessary. Individlial effort will cease^ and possibly also opposition will be made to the appropriation of State funds
for prosecuting the work to a successful termination. Fortunately,
we have the history of Massachusetts, which has been alluded to,
before us, and it is to be hoped that the people of the State will take
heed of the warning that the experience of that State should give us.
FUTURE OUTLOOK IF REPRESSIVE MEASURES ARE NEGLECTED.

There is no need of exaggerating the menace of the presence of
the gypsy moth in the State. We may hope that natural checks will
sometime render unnecessary large annual appropriations, but at the
present time they are absolutely necessary. Judging by its history in
Massachusetts, the moth, if left to itself, will soon overrun the whole
State, and will render unsightly or destroy all woodland and park and
home plantations. The money spent in improving our woodlands and
for the Metropolitan Park System will be more or less wasted, to say
nothing of the loss to the present park and home plantations. The
work already done will be in vain, and the appropriations hitherto
made will scarcely more than pay intereston the money now required
for suppression.
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OPINIONS OF PEOPLE IN THE INFESTED DISTRICT IN MASSACHUSETTS
REGARDING THE NECESSITY FOR FIGHTING THE GYPSY MOTH.

One frequently meets people who are ^'from Missouri'' concerning all questions with which they do not have an intimate acquaintance. The question of advisability of fighting the gypsy moth is
no exception, and the writer has occasionally met men who profess
to think that there is no real danger from the gypsy and brown-tail
moths, and that the money spent in fighting them is wasted.
In order to still further fortify the conclusion reached from reading reports of the work in Massachusetts, and from personal visits to
infested sections of that State, and al^o to determine if perhaps there
might not be in the minds of some private citizens not directly connected with the work in that State some doubt in regard to the
necessity for carrying it on, the writer sent a letter to a number of
citizens in the infested district of Massachusetts. In this letter
some questions were asked regarding the present condition in Massachusetts, and as to whether the work now carried on seemed absolutely necessary there. A statement was then made of our conditions,
with a request for advice regarding the best method of dealing with
the moth situation here.
The following abstracts from replies received in answer to this
letter should be sufficient to convince any one that the danger of the
situation here, and the necessity for immediate and active work, has
not been overestimated. However, if anyone is still inclined to be
skeptical, he is advised to write to any one in the infested district
of Massachusetts who is in position to express a fair and accurate
opinion. Or, what is still better, take a trip to Massachusetts during
the caterpillar season and see the devastation which is still going on in
some of the woodlands of that State where the gypsy moth is in full
possession in spite of the strenuous efforts now being made, both by
the State and by the Federal Government, to check it.
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Abstracts from a Letter from Mr. B. C. Haskell of the Arlington Heights Manufacturing Company, and President of the Arlington Heights Tree Protection
Association.
" Our town of Arlington, having a great deal of woodland, was very badly infested. If you want to save hundreds of thousands of dollars, attack the moth
in the nest as fast as you can see one.

.

,

.

It is comparatively easy to

handle them if you get them under when they first appear, but almost impossible
without spending hundreds of thousands of dollars after they get well started.
The town of Arlington appropriated $20,000 in 1906, and it was estimated that it
would take one hundred thousand dollars to go over the woodlands of the town.
. . . I live on a very high hill, and for miles in every direction every green
leaf was eaten.

We had acres of pine forest killed and a great many fruit trees

and many hard wood trees.

It is almost impossible to conceive of the immense

numbers in some places, or to understand how soon the billions of caterpillars
will eat all the leaves from a large grove, and when they get possession, ordinary
methods used on small lots do not count.''

And from another letter:
" People in the infested districts are nearly wild.

The moths cover the sides

of the houses and the mosquito screens and eat all the flowers, shrubs, and trees.
The people are urging larger appropriations, both by State and town.''

And from a third letter:
" I only wish I could have had some of your indifferent ones with me last summer when summoned by Mr. Gorham, who lives in our district and had erected a
nice residence on an elevation commanding a fine outlook, and surrounded on
two sides by a fine oak grove. He is a traveling man^ and on a Saturday afternoon after a business trip, reached home to find that these trees that had
been neglected had developed millions of caterpillars from 1^ to 2^r inches long.
They had eaten the foliage from the trees. They covered the sides of his house,
the mosquito screens, and clear up to the eaves. He had taken a broom and
brushed them off as far up as he could reach, so that they lay in deep rows
around his house, and when I got there he was pouring kerosene on them to
destroy them.

They were so plentiful that before he could get around the house

to the point from which he started, there seemed to be as many more that had
taken the place of those he had brushed off, and millions more coming from all
directions.
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''I provided him with narrow strips of material prepared for the purpose,
which he tacked entirely around his house and covered with Tanglefoot. In
this way he succeeded in keeping them off the house for the rest of the season/' *
Abstracts from Letter by Henry S, Hunnewell of 87 Milk Street, Boston, Mass,
" The history of the moth in Massachusetts is such that your questions seem
to me to be unnecessary.
"1. I strongly advise a strong attack with the hope of absolute extermination. If you wait as we have done in Massachusetts, you will have a terrible job
on your hands.
''2. I know of no one who is at all familiar with the moth here who would
favor discontinuing the work.
" I have had partial charge of the grounds of the McLean Hospital in Waverly,
where we have about 400 acres badly infested and are spending several thousand
dollars trying to fight the pest, although we have to use funds that should rightly
be used for the care of the patients; yet the trustees consider it wise to do everything possible."
From A. W, Elson of A, W. Elson & Co., Dealers in Photogravure, 146 Oliver
Street, Boston,
" As to your first question,—^whether I would advise an immediate and resolute
attack on the gypsy moth in the twenty or twenty-five square miles of infested
territory in Rhode Island, with a view to exterminating it before the moth gains
further headway, or whether it would be cheaper to leave the moth alone until
it has done damage enough so that it would be absolutely necessary to fight it, I
would say in reply, that every effort should be made at once to suppress and, if
possible, exterminate the moth in the district that you speak of. To wait until
they had multiplied would mean merely such increased expenditure as would be
necessary to bring the condition back to what it is to-day, and as the infestation becomes more dense within a given area, the cost of suppression increases
very heavily, and the danger of the moth spreading is also very largely increased.
A vigorous campaign now is in my estimation the duty of your State to itself
and the rest of the country.
"I have no means of knowing the public sentiment (in Mass.) this spring in
the matter, but my own opinion is that it has not materially changed from what
it was a year ago, viz.: that every rational effort should be made to suppress
this moth within the infested district.
" I cannot put too much emphasis upon the importance of your State making
as great an effort now as possible to suppress the moths, for halfway measures or
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failure to act vigorously at the present time will increase the cost in the future
many fold/'
From Charles N. Barney, Mayor of the City of Lynn.
" I am of the opinion that the only ecomomical thing to do with the gypsy and
brown-tail moths is to attack them on their first appearance. If this had been
done in Massachusetts, the result would have been considerably different. The
City of Lynn spent over $20,000 last year on the work, and believes it highly
important and the only means of preserving the valuable shade trees on our
streets and parks."
And from letter of F. C, Wilkinson, Supt. of the Boston and Northern Street Railway Co., 333 Union Street, Lynn, Mass.
'The cities and towns through which our tracks run are spending large amounts
of money each year in an endeavor to exterminate these pests. In your case,
from my experience, I would suggest that steps be taken at once to stop the further spread of these pests in your locality, so as to prevent them from getting
any headway.
" I might recall an instance which possibly might prove interesting to you :—
I was a passenger on one of our lines running from Lynn to Wakefield and Reading, this line running through woods for a short distance. There was one place
which was on a grade, and before the motorman could get up this grade he had
to sand the track, it being literally covered with the moths (caterpillars), making the track as slippery as though it had been oiled.
" I assure you that you certainly are not throwing away money ; in fact, could
not use it to better advantage than when it is being used in the extermination of
these pests, and the sooner such action is taken, the better it is for yourself."
From Benjamin H, Johnson, of Johnson, Clapp and Underwood, 50 State Street,
Boston.
"1 have a large tract of territory in this Commonwealth which has been infested with the gypsy moth, and can assure you from experience that the pest
cannot be dealt with too quickly or resolutely.
" The gypsy moth kills the pine and hemlock and other evergreens in a single
season, and its repeated inroads on the leaves of deciduous trees will kill them
likewise in the course of three or four years at the least. I consider that it is a
discouraging problem, requiring a great outlay of money and much fortitude,
but there is only one alternative, either to fight the pest with all our strength,
ingenuity, and persistence, or have our trees absolutely destroyed. "
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From letter of General Samuel C. Lawrence, Medford, Massachusetts.
'* I have at the present time eighty-two men at work doing good service in the
destruction of the nests of the moths Now can any one beUeve that I am doing
this work and paying for it myself just for the fun of doing it, after fifteen consecuti^^e years of experience in fighting the moths! No, I am working in earnest
to help to control the worst pest that New England has ever encountered.
Nothing has contributed more to the spread of the moths than the apathy of the
people in attending to the work of destruction of moths in places slightly infested. Such neglected localities rapidly become seriously infested, and then
the people awake to realize the enormity of the pest. Each year's delay increases the cost more than ten fold.

On the average, one female gypsy moth

will producs the first year at least 200 female moths, and these will produce the
second year 200 each, or 40,000; these in the third year 200 each, or 4,000,000
femaki moths. Is it not better to destroy one female moth on her nest (egg
cluster) the first year, than to attempt to chase and destroy millions of moths
the third year?

The sooner the work is begun the better, and the utmost pains

should be taken to do thorough work, for careless work will avail little in the long

ABSTRACTS FROM LETTERS OF ENTOMOLOGISTS AND OTHERS IN CHARGE OF STATE
WORK AGAINST THE GYPSY AND BROWN-TAIL MOTHS, SHOWING THE PRESENT SITUATION WITH RESPECT TO THE INFESTATION IN OTHER STATES.

From letter of A. H. Kirkland, Superintendent for Suppressing the Gypsy and
Brown-Tail Moths in the State of Massachusetts.
"On January 1 we had in Massachusetts 165 infested cities and towns, covering an area of 3,148 square miles. A scouting gang of some 70 men are at work
on the western border of the district, and the probabilities are strong that many
more towns will yet be found infested.
"We have succeeded in controlling the gypsy moth in all but the badly infested woodlands, have protected the trees along about 9,000 miles of roads, and
have prevented any noticeable damage by the moths in about 95 per cent, of
the area included in our residential districts. We are now cutting down the cost
of woik in many of what were the worst infested towns, thus showing that good
progress has been made.
"Our future work will consist in holding the ground gained in residential sections and along highways, the cost of which should fall off annually from now on.
Our big fight will be made in the woodlands, which will receive good attention
next year, if suitable appropriations are provided."
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The field appropriation of 1907 in Massachusetts was $295,000
and the parasitic appropriation was $25,000. In addition, infested
towns and municipahties, and individuals living in the infested districts, are required by law to expend a certain amount of money,
not to exceed a small per cent, of the total taxable property.
The total expense to the State of Massachusetts last year has been
estimated at from $700,000 to $1,000,000.
From W, E. Britton, State Entomologist of Connecticut.
"In Connecticut the situation remains about the same as heretofoie.

We

have foimd a few caterpillars at a short distance west of the previous limits
of the infested area, but on the other hand, this area has been considerably contracted on the east, so that the total area infested still remains about the same,
and is not over one square mile in extent.
"Men were kept at work continuously from November 16, 1906, until September 1, 1907.

Work was then stopped temporarily while the nursery inspections

were being made, and started again on November 18. The territory has nearly
all been scouted for egg-masses, and over one hundred have been found altogether.
Most of these were in the tops of two or three Norway spruce trees. In the summer
of 1907, although we had a larger force of men at work than in 1906, and about
ten times as many trees banded, we only got 2,936 caterpillars where there were
10,000 the previous season.
"The legislature passed a law giving us more authority, and making an appropriation of one thousand dollars to be used immediately, and providing for
as much more as might be necessary up to ten thousand dollars for two years,
the amount being granted by the State Board of Control, which includes the Govvenor, Secretary of State, Treasurer, Comptroller, and Attorney General. So far
we have expended the original one thousand dollars named in the bill, and received from the Board of Control an extra $1,500 to take care of the work up
to September 1. Since then we have drawn one thousand dollars more, making
$3,500 in all, but this last has not yet been expended, and is probably all that
will be needed previous to the time when the eggs hatch in the spring
" As to further work, we expect to keep up the fight, especially if we can obtain the funds for it, and we have the firm belief that we can wholly exterminate
the pest from this locality, but of course it means continuing the work for two
or three years, or perhaps longer.''
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Abstracts from letters of E. F. Hitchùigs, Entomologist of the State of Maine, and
E. E. Philbrook, Special Agent in the Field Work,
" Maine has infested territory embracing eleven towns, 370 infestations, and an
area of 228 square miles.

It should be said that much of this territory is only

sparsely infested, and up to January 1, only about six thousand egg clusters
had been destroyed.
"It is the purpose of the State of Maine to thoroughly scout the entire territory, iind to burlap the trees and infested districts next summer. An appropriation of $60,000 for two years was granted by the State legislature last year.

The

Department of Agriculture at Washington has been expending considerable
money in Maine, chiefly in the scouting of infested or suspected districts.
"Mr. Philbrook expresses the conviction that in some places the burlap work
and cleaning work of the past year have resulted in the extermination of the pest,
The infested district of Maine is largely in the Southwestern part of the State
along the coast, but one colony has been found at Togus near Augusta.
"It is estimated that in the season of 1907, 2,121 trees were burlapped, and
over one million caterpillars were destroyed.'^
Thomas H. Dearhorn, State Agent for the Extermination of the Gypsy and
Brown-Tail Moths in New Hampshire, writes as follows :
" In regard to the infestation of the gypsy moth in New Hampshire, we have
44 towns known to be infested, covering an area of about 1,500 square miles.
The iitifestation is largely confined to orchards, and in some cases shade trees,
and in many instances in remote localities, far from the main avenues of travel.
It will be our effort to clear up the badly infested districts at the centers, and also
the border lines.
" Our State appropriated at the last session of the legislature, twenty-five thousand dollars for two years."

The infestations in both Maine and New Hampshire, while scattered over a wide territory, do not in most cases consist of large
colonies.
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THE BROWN-TAIL MOTH.
(Euproctis chrysorrhœa, L.)
As was quite fully stated in the report of last year, we have a small
infestation of the brown-tail moth in the State, chiefly in Pawtucket
and to the north and eastward to the Massachusetts line. All winter
nests of this insect that could be found were carefully gathered in and
destroyed during the winter of 1906 and 1907, and so far this year
there have been no complaints of the presence of the insect, and very
few nests have been observed. The brown-tail moth-, while not
of such importance as the gypsy moth, should be closely watched. It
is quite readily suppressed if taken in time. Individual owners of
trees can much more readily fight it than they can the gypsy moth.
For these reasons the chief attention of our work in this State has been
given to the campaign against the latter insect.
While no extended report is necessary regarding this insect, it is
well to have a brief history and description of it, such as was given
last year.
INTRODUCTION INTO THE UNITED STATES.

The brown-tail moth was introduced into this country from Europe
at a somewhat later period than the gypsy moth. It is not known
exactly how it was brought here, but it is thought to have been imported on nursery stock to one of the nurseries in the neighborhood
of Boston. Owing to its active flight, the pest has now been distributed over most of Eastern Massachusetts, south into Rhode
Island, and north and northeast into New Hampshire, Maine, and
even into New Brunswick.
LIFE HISTORY.

The following life history and description have been copied from
the report of last year:
^'The eggs are laid, two or three hundred in a cluster, in July>
usually on the under side of leaves at the extremities of the branches.
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The eggs hatch in three or four weeks and the caterpillars at once
begin to feed on the upper surface of the leaves. When winter comeS;
the caterpillars, usually from two to three hundred in number, retreat
to these nests, close up the opening, and hibernate during the winter.
^' In the spring they appear about the time that the buds open and
immediately begin to feed on the buds, unfolding leaves, and flowers
of the trees infested. They become full-grown about the middle of
June and begin spinning cocoons, usually in the leaves of the trees.
Sometimes two or more caterpillars may unite in forming such a cocoon. The moths appear in two or three weeks, and both sexes fly
actively at night. The flight usually begins at from 7 to 8 o^clock
in the evening and reaches its height at from 10 to 11 o^clock. The
moths are attracted to light and are found in large numbers around
electric light poles, and frequently fly into the open windows of trains
and electric cars, to be carried long distances from the starting point.
FOOD PLANTS.

As food plants the caterpillar of the brown-tail moth prefers the
pear, the apple, and other fruit trees, and the oak, maple, and birch.
A list of plants upon which the caterpillars have been found feeding
is given below:*
Barberry,—Berberís vulgaris.
Basswood,—Tilia Americana.
European linden,—Tilia Europœa.
Horse-chestnut,—Msculus hippocastanum.
Sugar maple,—Acer saccharinum.
White maple,—Acer dasycarpum, var, Weirii.
Red maple,—Acer rubrum.
Bo:s: elder,—Negundo aceroides.
Variegated box elder,—Negundo aceroides, var. variegata.
Stag-horn sumach,—Rhus typhina.
Smooth sumach,—Rhus glabra.
Smoke tree,—Rhus Cotinus.
Locust,—Robinia pseudacacia.
Beach plum,—Prunus maritima.
*This list is taken from a special report on the Brown-Tail Moth by A. H. Kirkland, issued
by The Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture.
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Wild red cherry,—Prunus Pennsylvanica.
Choke-cherry,—Prunus virginiana.
Damson plum,—Prunus domestica.
Purple-leaved plum,—Prunus pissardi.
Apricot,—Prunus armeniaca.
Japanese plum,—Prunus japónica.
Meadowsweet,—Spirœa salicifolia.
Thimbleberry,—Ruhus occidentalis.
Dwarf wild rose,—Rosa lucida.
Rose,—Rosa nitida.
Choke-berry,—Pyrus arbutifolia.
Pyrus pinnatifida.
English hawthorn,—Cratœgus Oxyacantha.
PauFs thorn,—Cratœgus coccinea, var. PauliL
Cockspur thorn,—Cratœgus Crus-galli.
Shad bush,—Amelanchier canadensis.
Quince,—Cydonia vulgaris.
Japan quince,—Cydonia japónica.
Common red currant,—Ribes rubrum.
Black currant,—Ribes nigrum.
Gooseberry,—Ribes grossularia.
English gooseberry,—Ribes Uva-crispa,
Witch hazel,—Hamamelis virginiana.
Flowering dogwood.—Cornus florida.
Cornus mas.
Arrowwood,—Viburnum acerifolium.
Arrowwood,—Virburnum dentatum.
Black haw,—Viburnum prunifolium.
Wiegelia rosea.
Aster puniceus.
Sweet pepper bush,—Clethra alnifolia.
White ash,—Praxinus americana.
Red ash,—Fraxinus pubescens.
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Blue ash,—Fraxinus quadrangulata.
Black ash,—Fraxinus samhucifolia.
Common lilac,—Syringa vulgaris.
Ja]3anese lilac,—Syringa Japónica,
Slippery elm,—Ulmus fulvus.
White elm,—Ulmus americana,
Cork elm,—Ulmus racemosa.
English elm,—Ulmus campestris,
Scotch elm,—Ulmus montana.
Red mulberry,—Morus rubra.
Tartarian mulberry,—Morus tartárica.
Sycamore,—Platanus occidentalis.
Black birch,—Betula lenta.
Yellow birch,—Betula lutea.
White birch,—Betula populifolia.
Paper birch,—Betulia papyrifera.
Cut-leaved birch,—Betula alba, var. laciniata.
Hop-hornbeam,—Ostrya virginica.
White oak,—Quercus alha.
Swamp white oak,—Quercus bicolor.
Red oak,—Quercus ruba.
Scarlet oak,—Quercus coccinea.
Black oak,—Quercus coccinea, var. tinctoria.
Pin oak,—Quercus palustris.
Scrub oak,—Quercus ilicifolia.
Chestnut.—Castanea sativa, var. Americana,
Blue beech,—Carpinus caroliniana.
American beech,—Fagus ferruginea.
Purple beech,—Fagus sylvatica, var. purpurea.
Crack willow,—Salix fragilis.
White willow,—Salix alba.
Weeping willow,—Salix babylonica,
H(i^rt-leaved willow,—Salix cordata.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE INSECT.

See Plates VIII and IX.
^^The egg clusters of the brown-tail moth are very much smaller
and more elongated than those of the gypsy moth. The eggs are
closely covered with golden-brown hairs from the tip of the abdomen
of the female. The caterpillar is hairy, and after the first molt acquires characteristic yellowish or coral-red eversible tubercles, one
on each of the tenth and eleventh segments, by which it can be
readily distinguished. When full-grown, the caterpillar is from
one to one and one-third inches in length and of a dark-brown
ground color with scattered yellowish markings. The body is
covered with yellowißh-brown hairs growing largely from the tubercles. Two rows of tufts with partially white hair give the caterpillar the appearance of having a broken white line along each side
of the back. The coral eversible tubercles on the tenth and eleventh
segments, already mentioned, are also present. The head is mottled
black or dark-brown, and the legs are a reddish-yellow with black
claws. Some of the very fine hairs which appear, especially toward
the latter part of the caterpillar's life, are minutely barbed in such
a way that when they fall on the skin they penetrate the tissues and
cause a very annoying irritation, such that persons are sometimes
made quite ill from the effects of it, and many have to vacate their
homes in the infested regions during the height of the caterpillar
season. The caterpillars become about one-fourth developed in the
fall and finish their growth in the spring. When full-grown they
attain a length of from three-fourths of an inch to one and one-fourth
inches.
'^ The pupae are dark-brown in color and considerably smaller than
the corresponding stage of the gypsy moth. The moths emerge in two
or three weeks, or about the middle of July. Both sexes are white,
except at the tip of the abdomen, which carries a pronounced tuft
of golden-brown hairs. The male has a wing expanse of about one
and one-fourth inches, and sometimes the wings are dotted with
black spots. The female is pure white, except as noted above, and
somewhat larger than the male both in wing expanse and size of
body. The characteristic brown tuft of hairs is ateo large and more
pronounced than in the male.
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'^ The brown-tail moth has a great many parasitic enemies. Many
of the native parasites which have been mentioned in connection with
the gypsy moth also attack the brown-tail. On account of the crowding of the caterpillars in the nests for a large part of the year, fungous diseases have an abundant opportunity to become destructive.
Birds also are known to take an important part in checking the
numbers of the insect, and it is related that even the notoriously
useless English sparrow has been efficient in reducing its numbers.''
REMEDIES.

On account of the nests being placed in conspicuous positions the
remedy, par excellence, is cutting these off and burning them. That
such work results in the destruction of a great many caterpillars,
as well as the fact that the insect often becomes very numerous, will
be evident from the following note taken from the first annual report by Supt. Kirkland:
'^As affording an idea of the abundance of the brown-tail moth,
even in limited areas, where conditions favor the increase of the
insect, the figures given by William Allen, Assistant Superintendent,
Mount Auburn Cemetery, Cambridge, are of interest. During the
winter of 1904-05, Mr. Allen removed from the trees in the cemetery
700 bushels of brown-tail moth webs, averaging 330 webs to the
bushel, or a total of 231,000 webs. Estimating these at the average
figure of 250 caterpillars per web, we have 57,750,000 caterpillars
destroyed by the operation.''
The only other practical remedy is that of spraying, and this is
also very efficient for trees in cultivated grounds. The brown-tail
moth caterpillar is far less resistant to poison and can be killed
by a spray of one-half, or even one-third, the strength of that which
must be used for the gypsy moth.
Banding with sticky substances is also useful in the same way
as for the gypsy moth, namely, to prevent the infestation of clean
trees by caterpillars from neighboring neglected trees.
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II.—1. Full-grown caterpillars of the gypsy moth. 2. Pupa. 3. Female gypsy moth laying eggs.—After Kirkland.
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III.

LIFE CYCLE OF THE GYPSY MOTH.

/

//

^iaU of ithortc íslatti! ami ïniviHrnfc ïlantatiûBs.
OFFICE or THE

COMMISSIONER

FOR

THE

SUPPRESSION

OF THE

GYPSY AND BROWN - TAtL MOTHS.

Warning Notice Regarding tlie Gypsy >é Brown-Tail Moths.
EVERY WARD IN PROVIDENCE IS IWPESTED WITH THE GYPSY MOTH.
It hat b«en found outside the ctty Dmltt. and it is probable that K i« found in a great many places not
now known to be infested.
The brown-tail has been reported from the Eastern Border of the State.
In view of the serious damage and enormous expense which these pests have caused in Massachusetts, it
behooves every citiien in Rhode Island to help In locating and exterminating them within the State.
A tittle
vigilance exercised and a few dollars spent now may save a great deal of labor, loss, and discomfort, and
thousands of dollars later.
Notice of the presence of these Insects should be sent to the State Commitsionor
for the Suppression of the Gypsy and Brown-Tail Moths. Kingston, R. L

HOW TO IDENTIFY THE MOTHS.
THE GYPSY MOTH.
Kgt; SiH^'f. - Kfigs are
lititl wlmriivw the imilh
lini'iM-Dfi t(. Iw, uMiaily on
tree tniiiks aod larger
brani-lii's, a tit I «-sj «-ti ally
ill jilai-OM whirl ntfiin) jiar
•"■" ■•'«•"•I"
li&l ciiticeal ruent.
Kg g
iimMt i« iibloiitr. jfllinv or iiran>^, oonsidt« -.f hhir, ("Kg*, am)
a I'ciDfIII niBtfriH) ; IHHU from Sft>tem)>«T In followiag A[>ri!.
This i5 the beat time to destroy Ihe insect.
Paint egg cluste» with creosote mixture.
<'Hlt-r|iill,i]—-liaiiy, Jaik
t;ivvi»L ur WKity. Wlifn
)ii))f'fj;n.\i-ii, i>r more, tbe
cfttrrjiiliBl- lias Tfio ifiiT»
i-u-l. lif^jiíuiing at ih.^ ¡u-mî, tu firM five pair ar« lib.,,
aihl 1},^ f.JUnnhj six pair died Fourni from April to
July. Itoincint^: S[ii-iiyinj,' itnd Hurla|i{iing.
I'ui«.—Fourni on (rwt-tmtiks or braiicbw», or jirofwted
place« on trw-jt or other <.l>ject»t. Dark-I.Vowii in co!..r.
with tt few »Mtteriug hair«. Oi-ciira i» July. Cntlitr ami
Adult or Moth
Stage.—Kenialf. white
with irregular, dark
'i^iridn nnd bUitolieH
< '<<:4s tliH wingH; don
: flu. Wale darki.rowu, aimiUrly
«-«-... ..Tv.^....
,uark»Ml; Hmall^r, and
die» actively in day-time. Appenra fiom ,inly to Aitgust.

THE BROWN-TAiL MOTH.
Egtt&—Founil nearly
alway« on under aiiU of
IfKVf»

rti

"H

tioldeu ■ hmwn from l>e- • UCL«
ing covered with hair. X t 1-ead
Caturpillar — Hair}-, tawny,
or orange colored, with row of
white Mutches along ea«b siite
of liack. 7'wn bright oriiiiijr
¡»poh 4M tim miildU of the Utrk
tiiiViliilt rtar tnil i-f liodg. W
Pill..!
the rnterpiilnr BIIMIS l)arlie<l bairn wli
I lutinrnl
when they <-oiae in contact wúb tht- skin.
The caterpillars hatch In September, and live
over winter in compactly-woven ncstü.
Neat*.—V«ually ^
found at ti)« of u|v
jifr braiichfH oí
tr«*. ("aterpi liant
oiiiiif ont early ih« fotlowiug Spnng to fi«-,]
on unf-ldiug leave*.
The bt^t r«nie.ly : These nests
should t>e watched for, cut off, and burned.
Adult Moth.—lV>(b «exea pure
white. Tiis aMomfn end« in a
hryt tvfl 1/ çoi^H-bnncn hair».
A Hvrift, strong, night Hyer. attraot^d U> lightM.
Jiiii^«nd July.

During tbe fall, life history mounts of the gypsy moth will be placed in all the librarles of the State,
to see Ibem. Further Information regarding the insects can be obtained by writing for Circular No. I, to

Ask

A. E. STENE, Stila Ctsslssliiw for Hit Swiiilin ot tbt Gipt) 11« Brovn-Titl Mo'.tt,
' Cllllll «t Airlvltvi ixd MKbHlt Arts, KINGSTON, RHODE ISLAND.

I»LATE IV. -Warning poster sent out all over the State in 1907 and posted in all public places.

Fia. 1.—Such tree guards furnish a good hiding place for the gypsy moth and their use
should be avoided if possible. See page 27.

Caterpillar-hunter—Calosoma scrutator.
This is a large predaceous beetle similar to native species of the
same genus, but differing from them in that it climbs trees, while
the native species hunt on the ground only.
P^ATB V,

PLATE

VI.—Photographs taken in Lynnwoods Park, Massaohusettg, July 1807. Trees, shrubbery and eTen-.herbaeeous plants have been
stripped ot their leaves by gypsy moth caterpillars.

PLATE

VU. -Large, high power spraying outfits with heavy extension pipe used by the Ü. S. Department of Agriculture in Massachusetts
See page 32 for description.
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VIII.—Life history of brown-tail moth.

Explanation of Plate:
1, 2, 4 AND 5, DRAWN FROM NATURE BY J. H. EMERTON.
1.—Female brown-tail moth.
2.—Winter web of brown-tail moth caterpillars.
3.—Pruning shears suitable for removal of winter webs.
4.—Brown-tail moth caterpillar, enlarged.
5.—Brown-tail moth caterpillar, natural size.

FIGURES NOS.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

From special report on the Brown-tail Moth, Mass. State Board of Agr., 1903.

PLATE

IX.—Winter nests of the brown-tail motil.—Aiter Britton, Rep. of Ento., 1893, Conn. Bxp. Sta.

PLATE X.—Map of gypsy moth infestations in Rhode Island, showing main infested district in and
around Providence, and four new places north of the city, where single—in one case two—egg clusters
were found by the government inspectors, at the present writing, March 1, 1908.

PLATE

I.—Variation in color of male and female gypsy moths.—After Britton.

